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Whiteboard Camera For Video Conferencing Rooms

CCS Media
Logitech Scribe for Business

Effortlessly share whiteboards into video meetings with 
Logitech Scribe, an AI-powered whiteboard camera 
for Microsoft Teams®, ZoomTM, and other leading video 
conferencing services. 

Designed for whiteboard sharing in the modern 
workplace, Logitech Scribe broadcasts content on dry 
erase boards into video meetings with outstanding clarity. 
Now, even remote participants can have the best seat at 
the table. 

With a clean wall-mounted design and thoughtful cable 
management, Scribe installs elegantly and out of the way 

Call us on 01246 200 200 or visit ccsmedia.com.

of meeting collaboration. Together with the whiteboard 
content camera, Scribe includes a wireless share button, 
mounting components, power supply, and category 
cables for deployment at scale. 
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Scribe integrates with leading video conferencing room solutions, including Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms. 
Simply join the meeting and start sharing.

Purpose-Built For Room Solutions

Works with Any Whiteboard

Works with all whiteboard surfaces, capturing up to 6’ W 
by 4’ H, and any set of dry erase markers.

Simple to Use

One-Touch to Share

Scribe’s wireless share button makes sharing whiteboards 
into video meetings quick and easy.* You can also initiate 
sharing with your meeting room touch controller, like 
Logitech Tap.

*Share button support may vary by video conferencing service provider. 
See www.logitech.com/support/scribe-compatibility for latest information.
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Perfect Views, Remote Or In The Room

AI-Powered Performance

Presenter Removal

Scribe’s built-in AI delivers a 
transparency effect, allowing students 
to see “through” the instructor for an 
unobstructed view of the whiteboard.

Content Enhancement

Scribe automatically enhances the 
colour and contrast of dry erase 
markers, making text and sketches  
easier to read.

Sticky Note Detection

Scribe uses image segmentation to 
recognise and show other forms of 
content like sticky notes. 

Clean, Flexible Installation

Wall Mounting

Securely mount Scribe to a variety 
of wall surfaces with the included 
installation kit.

Cable Management

Ensure clean, confident installs with 
cable retention and options to route 
cabling up, down, or through the wall.

Flexible Cabling

Use the included 10 meters of 
category cable or supply your own 
to fit the size and layout of your 
classrooms.
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To find out more, speak to your Account Manager, call us on 01246 200 200, 
email us at letstalk@ccsmedia.com or visit our website at ccsmedia.com.

CCS Media
Creating a Dynamic Workspace That Works The Way You Do


